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Abstract 
In today’s world millions of peoples are using the social media. The peoples are writing their 

views on social media like facebook and twitter.  
We can collect this data from the side and we can mine it such  type of mining is called opinion 

mining.  Opinion mining is a branch of data mining which deals with techniques for extracting, classifying, 
understanding, and assessing the opinions expressed in various online news sources, social media 
comments, and other user-generated content. This technique can be use for policy making by the 
government.  

The main aim of this paper is to  propose the way in which government introduced new policy for 
example direct money transfer scheme and publish the hole G.R. on internet i.e. on social side so people 
will free to post their opinion on the scheme. This system extract data from their opinion with the help of   
Sentiment Analysis tools and generate output for the government and from that output government will 
decide that scheme is really good for the people in country or not and if it is good then government will 
implement that scheme. This will increase the efficiency of the government scheme.   
 
keyword : opinion mining, Natural Language Processing, soft power, Micro blogging. 
 
1. Introduction : 

Opinion mining is a branch of data mining which deals with the computational 
techniques for extracting, classifying, understanding, and assessing the opinions 
expressed in various online news sources, social media comments, and other user-
generated content[1].  Much of the current opinion mining research has focused on 
business and e-commerce applications, such as product reviews and movie ratings[1][3].  

Much advanced research in this area has recently focused on sentiment analysis. 
In sentiment analysis we focus on analysis of the sentences i.e. what is the view of the 
user on this topic. For example, resources online might include opinions about a product 
or the violent and racist statements expressed in political forums. Researchers have also 
been able to classify text segments based on sentiment, affect, and subjectivity by 
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analyzing positive or negative sentiment expressed in sentences, the degree of violence 
expressed in forum messages, and so on[1]. 

In this paper section one is all about introduction i.e. it tell us about opinion 
mining and its definition. Section two is about the background of the paper, section tree is 
about different previous paper review and what are the existing technology available in 
opinion mining. section four is about propose technology and architecture of propose 
technology and the last section is about future scope of the paper.   
 
 
2. Background: 

Sentiment analysis (also known as opinion mining) refers to the use of natural 
language processing, text analysis and computational linguistics to identify and extract 
subjective information in source materials.  

Sentiment analyses are previously used for online shopping websites where 
different author applied different methods for detecting the polarity of product reviews 
and movie reviews respectively. This work is at the document level. A different method 
for determining sentiment is the use of a scaling system whereby words commonly 
associated with having a negative, neutral or positive sentiment with them are given an 
associated number on a -10 to +10 scale (most negative up to most positive) and when a 
piece of unstructured text is analyzed using natural language processing, [1][6][7][8] .  

Each concept is then given a score based on the way sentiment words relate to the 
concept, and their associated score. This allows movement to a more sophisticated 
understanding of sentiment based on an 11 point scale. Alternatively, texts can be given a 
positive and negative sentiment strength score if the goal is to determine the sentiment in 
a text rather than the overall polarity and strength of the text. Another research direction 
is subjectivity/objectivity identification. This task is commonly defined as classifying a 
given text (usually a sentence) into one of two classes: objective or subjective. This 
problem can sometimes be more difficult than polarity classification: the subjectivity of 
words and phrases may depend on their context and an objective document may contain 
subjective sentences (e.g., a news article quoting people's opinions). Results are largely 
dependent on the definition of subjectivity used when annotating texts[1][7]. However, 
removing objective sentences from a document before classifying its polarity helped 
improve performance[1][6][7]. 

The more fine-grained analysis model is called the feature/aspect-based sentiment 
analysis. It refers to determining the opinions or sentiments expressed on different 
features or aspects of entities, e.g., of a cell phone, a digital camera, or a bank. A feature 
or aspect is an attribute or component of an entity, e.g., the screen of a cell phone, or the 
picture quality of a camera. This problem involves several sub-problems, e.g., identifying 
relevant entities, extracting their features/aspects, and determining whether an opinion 
expressed on each feature/aspect is positive, negative or neutral. 
3. Previous work done: 

In business and e-commerce applications Micro blogging such as facebook and 
twitter websites have evolved to become a source of varied kind of information. This is 
because people are giving there opinion by posting real time messages on a variety of 
topics, discuss current issues, complain, and express positive sentiment for products they 
use in daily life. In fact, companies manufacturing such products have started to poll 
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these micro blogs to get a sense of general sentiment for their product. Many times these 
companies study user reactions and reply to users on micro blogs. One challenge is to 
build technology to detect and summarize an overall sentiment [5]. 

In opinion mining research has tried to understand opinions in the social and 
geopolitical context[1]. For example, what are the opinions of the different Muslim (Shia 
and Sunni) populations toward the US rebuilding effort in Iraq?Many researchers believe 
that the geopolitical Web—that is, the geopolitical content and opinions expressed in the 
Web-based social media contributed by the local population or constituents in a given 
country or region can help shed light on public opinions and concerns. Such information 
might help advance “soft power” or “smart power” in an at-risk region[1][3][4]. 

Aspect-based summarization is usually composed of three main tasks: aspect 
identification, sentiment classification, and aspect rating[11]. Aspect identification is 
focused on extracting the set of aspects or product features from the source collection. 
The word aspect is intended to represent the opinion or sentiment targets, which are also 
referred to as product features[8] when the collection of posts—typically, customer 
reviews—is about products or services. For example, given the sentence, “The bed was 
comfortable” in a review about a hotel room, the aspect being referred to is “bed” and the 
opinion is positively expressed by means of the opinion word “comfortable.” The 
sentiment classification task consists of determining the opinions about the aspects and/or 
their polarities, whereas aspect rating leverages the relevance of aspects and their 
opinions to properly present them to users [6]. 

Modern Natural Language Processing algorithms are based on machine learning, 
especially statistical machine learning. The paradigm of machine learning is different 
from that of most prior attempts at language processing. Prior implementations of 
language-processing tasks typically involved the direct hand coding of large sets of rules. 
The machine-learning paradigm calls instead for using general learning algorithms — 
often, although not always, grounded in statistical inference — to automatically learn 
such rules through the analysis of large corpora of typical real-world examples. A corpus 
[8][9][10] (plural, "corpora") is a set of documents (or sometimes, individual sentences) 
that have been hand-annotated with the correct values to be learned[6].  

Many different classes of machine learning algorithms have been applied to NLP 
tasks. These algorithms take as input a large set of "features" that are generated from the 
input data. Some of the earliest-used algorithms, such as decision trees [7], produced 
systems of hard if-then rules similar to the systems of hand-written rules that were then 
common. Increasingly, however, research has focused on statistical models, which make 
soft, probabilistic decisions based on attaching real-valued weights to each input feature. 
Such models have the advantage that they can express the relative certainty of many 
different possible answers rather than only one, producing more reliable results when 
such a model is included as a component of a larger system. 
4. Proposed Methodology: 

People can express opinions on any target entity—products, services, individuals, 
organizations, or events. In this context, the term object is used to denote the target entity 
that has been commented on. An object can have a set of components (or parts) and a set 
of attributes (or properties), which we collectively call the features of the object[1]. 

For example, a particular scheme i.e. direct money transfer scheme each person is 
an object and It has a set of components (such as Gas subsidy, Minimum price grain ) 
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which are all called features (or aspects). An opinion can be expressed on any feature of 
the object and also on the object itself.    

Suppose in response with scheme a person say “ I like this scheme but it is too 
small” so our system will take this two line as a separate lines and find sentiment analysis 
of this line i.e. one is good and second one is not good i.e. bad this positive and negative 
sentences are calculated i.e. how many positive and how many negative sentences are 
present for each G.R. and according to that result will be calculated.  

 
Fig 1: proposed architectural opinion mining 

Suppose if we consider P is a set of positive sentence then positive impact of this 
is calculated as P = {p1, p2, p3,…… }  and negative impact of this is calculated as N = 
{n1,n2,n3,…….} . Now opinion is again divided into two parts direct opinion and indirect 
opinion. Direct opinion is like “I like this scheme” or “This scheme is excellent “ i.e. like, 
good, very good , excellent etc. this are in one set of opinion holder and negative word 
i.e. bad, not good, worst etc. this are in another set of opinion holder.  

 
Fig 2: Comparison of the two different direct money transfer scheme. 
The difficulty will come when sentence is in indirect from i.e. “scheme will used 

less in village area as compare to urban area”. This indirectly means scheme is good for 
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urban area but not good to village area. So such type of line finding or mining will be 
difficult in our system. For this the alternative is we have to create our database large so 
that there will be maximum opinion of the people will be cover so that our result will be 
approximately as close as possible.   

 
5. Pros: 

1) With the help of this opinion mining technique we can take the opinion of the different 
people live in different part of the country and make our policy making system more 
transparent and useful to the people. 
2)  With the help of this opinion mining the cost of government system reduce as scheme 
is created by people’s opinion so chances of failure of the scheme is low. 
3)  Systems based on automatically learning the rules can be made more accurate simply 
by supplying more input data. However, systems based on hand-written rules can only be 
made more accurate by increasing the complexity of the rules, which is a much more 
difficult task. In particular, there is a limit to the complexity of systems based on hand-
crafted rules, beyond which the systems become more and more unmanageable. 
However, creating more data to input to machine-learning systems simply requires a 
corresponding increase in the number of man-hours worked, generally without significant 
increases in the complexity of the annotation process. 
4) With this we can empower our democracy as people are actively involved in decision 
making. 
 
6.  Cons: 

1) As large data is process so technology must be effective. 
2) For indirect wording processing is difficult and large data to be needed to 
approximately get our result as close as possible.  
 
7.  Future Scope: 

Building on what has been done so far, I believe that we just need to conduct 
more refined and in-depth investigations as well as build integrated systems that try to 
deal with all the problems together because their interactions can help solving each 
individual problem. For real-life applications, a completely automated solution is 
nowhere in sight. However, it is possible to devise effective semi automated solutions. 
The key is to fully understand the whole range of issues and pitfalls, cleverly manage 
them, and determine what portions can be done automatically and what portions need 
human assistance. In the continuum between the fully manual solution and fully 
automated solution, we can push more and more toward automation.[1][6][7]. 

 
8.  Conclusion : 

With the help of this opinion mining technique we can take the opinion of the 
different people live in different part of the country and make our policy making system 
more transparent and useful to the people. It will empower our democracy as people are 
actively involved in decision making. We can classify our statement in three ways 
positive versus negative versus neutral. To minimize our effort instated of taking whole 
data for processing we can take the sample of the data and from that we derived analysis.   
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